The R 2Cu04 cuprates form in the tetragonal, Nd2Cu04-type crystal structure (T' phase). For the WF compounds, the existence of lattice distortions has been proposed in order to explain the x-ray and Mossbauer data for (Ndt Gd")2Cu04, the splitting of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of Gd + ions diluted in Eu2Cu04, the anomalously large thermal parameters in the x-ray-diffraction spectrum ' for Gd2Cu04 and Tm2Cu04, and the differences between the Raman scattering of Gd2Cu04 and the lighter rare-earth cuprates.
These Fig. 3 The fields where these two lines cross zero are given in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 9 we present the spectra taken at T= 184 K, a temperature higher than Tz&. In this case, a single resonance line is observed for all values of y in the ab plane. The fields for zero crossing are given in Fig. 10 An interesting point to discuss is the shape and phase of the observed lines. In a regular EPR experiment made in the absorption mode, the signals are detected through amplitude modulation of the external field and the spectrum is proportional to the field derivative of the absorbed energy. However, in our Q-band experiments angular variations were done by rotating the applied field while keeping the modulation coils fixed to the resonant cavity. This procedure introduces, besides the regular amplitude modulation, an angular modulation of the field' in the ab plane. Thus, the amplitude of the signal detected includes two different contributions.
The microwave losses at a fixed frequency m"are given as a function of the applied field H by P(H, q&)~co"g"(co"", H, y) Includin When the resonant condition co"(H,)p) = co" is fulfilled for H =H", we can approximate co"(H,y) = -co" +(c)co"/c)H)~H H (H H"), if the (co-/y) vs H curves are reasonably linear in the interval (co, -hco, z2, co" +b,co, &2). Then, we obtain In this approximation, the line shape is a Lorentzian first derivative also as a function of H, centered in H=H"
and with a peak-to-peak 
